Abstract. This is an extension of the paper appeared in [15] . This time, we compare four methods: Arithmetic coding applied to 3OT chain code (Arith-3OT), Arithmetic coding applied to DFCCE (Arith-DFCCE), Huffman coding applied to DFCCE chain code (Huff-DFCCE), and, to measure the efficiency of the chain codes, we propose to compare the methods with JBIG, which constitutes an international standard. In the aim to look for a suitable and better representation of contour shapes, our probes suggest that a sound method to represent contour shapes is 3OT, because Arithmetic coding applied to it gives the best results regarding JBIG, independently of the perimeter of the contour shapes.
Introduction
The shape representation of binary objects, is an active research in computer vision, pattern recognition and shape analysis. Binary objects can be seen as bi-level images, because they also are composed of two tones: black and white (B/W). Chain code techniques can be used to represent shape-of-objects in a right discretized fashion. It has been reported interesting applications using chain codes, for example: Mckee and Aggarwal [1] have used chain coding in the process of recognizing objects. Hoque et al. [2] proposed an approach to classify handwritten characters, based on a directional decomposition of the corresponding chain-code representation.
A chain code can be viewed as a connected sequence of straight-line segments with specified lengths and directions [3] . Chain codes can also be used to identify corners in shapes [4] . Salem et al. [5] discuss the capabilities of a chain code in recognizing objects. In [6] , Sánchez-Cruz and Rodríguez-Dagnino proposed a code contour shape, called 3OT, and they found better compression properties than Freeman codes.
To compress binary objects, Liu and Zalik proposed the Differential Freeman Chain Code of Eight Directions (DFCCE) by using Huffman algorithm [7] . Liu et al. [8] introduced three new chain codes based on the VCC [9] . The main reason for the popularity of chain codes is their compression capabilities. There are two main categories for image compression algorithms, namely algorithms with loss of information such as MPEG, JPEG, etc., and lossless compression algorithms, such as JBIG, Huffman, Arithmetic and Lempel-Ziv (LZ). For instance, LZ algorithms are some of the most successful methods for text compression [10] and [11] . Aguinaga et al. [12] , compared different entropy coding schemes applied to bi-level images by using run-length codes.
Another evidence to support that is better to codify contours shapes with 3OT codes instead than DFCCE, is by considering next analysis. In [8] , three codes were introduced: EVCC, VVCC and C_VCC, in such a paper, C_VCC is found as the best compressor. In the spirit to look for better performance than C_VCC, Sanchez-Cruz, et al. [13] , compared C_VCC with 3OT by doing some assignments, when changing appropriately the length of the 3OT chains. The procedure is easy: when contours are coded by 3OT, for every five consecutive 0's, a symbol "3" is introduced; for every five consecutive 1's the symbol "4" is introduced; and for every substring 0110 in the 3OT, a "5" symbol is introduced in a new alphabet: M_3OT = {0,1,2,3,4,5}, where each symbol has been obtained by doing the next assignments from 3OT chains:
These new assignments permit us to improve the most recent code known as C_VCC. So, this fact constitutes another evidence that supports to utilize 3OT chain code to represent contour shapes.
An international committee has generated a standard image compressor for bi-level images called Joint Bi-level Image Experts Group (JBIG), which was primarily designed for compression without loss of information, [14] . JBIG has already been improved and the new standard is now called JBIG2 (see [16] and [17] ). Sanchez-Cruz et al., [15] compared seven recent chain codes, including the 3OT and, also, JBIG; after they applied Huffman coding to the chains. Their experiments gave better results than the JBIG compressor. They found that the best codes to represent binary objects was DFCCE in comparing with JBIG, if considering a threshold, no more than about 13000 in Perimeter-8. We developed our research by using DFCCE (Differential Freeman Chain Code of Eight Directions) and 3OT (Three Orthogonal Change Directions), because they were the two best codes in [15] , and were also compared with JBIG standard. 3OT is composed of three symbols, and we probe here that is suitable to be handled by Arithmetic coding, better than those composed with more symbols, including DFCCE, which has eight symbols. The contribution of our work is to find that there is not a limit in the contour shapes to be represented by 3OT code, whereas in [15] it was found that DFCCE was the best, however, an evident limit in contour perimeters were reported in such a paper.
In this work, we utilized Arithmetic coding to 3OT and DFCCE chains; we found that this method has better performance than JBIG, and compress efficiently irregular objects in a 100%, of so large contours, even larger than the obtained until now, increasing the limit in perimeter found by [15] .
We want to make it clear, we are not proposing replace JBIG by our method, but to use it as a standard to compare the efficiency of chain codes.
In Section 2, we explain the method proposed, whereas in Section 3 we give the results, and in Section 4 we give conclusions and further work.
Applying 3OT and DFCCE Chain Codes to Bi-Level Images
With the objective to compare the results with that found in [15] , in this work, we calculate the perimeter-8 of a shape, that is given by squares as resolution cells and 8-connected neighborhoods. Fig. 1 shows the 3OT and DFCCE codes to represent the contours using resolution cells, as explained in [15] . Once the 3OT and DFCCE codes are obtained, we apply Arithmetic algorithm to the resulted chain. To compare with the proposed compression based on Huffman algorithm applied to DFCCE, we also computed such a method. Thus, we obtain an amount M CODE, given in bytes. Also, we apply the JBIG compressor and obtain M JBIG , in bytes too.
We encode and represent contour shapes for a variety of irregular sample objects, given in Fig. 2 . The original size information is given in Table 1 . 
Results
To analyze our results, let us define the compression efficiency, regarding JBIG.
be the compression efficiency of 3OT code with regard to the JBIG standard.
In Table 2 and 3 are reported the main results of this work. The values of perimeter-8 are given, also the storage memory due to 3OT, DFCCE and JBIG and the relative efficiency of 3OT with regard to JBIG. As can be seen Arithmetic to 3OT and to DFCCE improve compression levels, and are better than both: Huff-DFCCE and JBIG. We can see, in Fig. 3 , that there exists a linear relationship between Arithmetic coding, applied to 3OT, Huffman and Arithmetic coding to DFCCE and JBIG, vs. Perimeter-8. Whereas Fig. 4 shows an exponential relationship between Efficiency and Perimeter-8. For the case of Huff-DFCCE, similar behavior appears in [15] , in which Efficiency of DFCCE and Perimeter-8 were plotted, and Huffman algorithm was applied. However, the improvement now, is that the graph plotted is farther from the zero efficiency, and is given by Arith-3OT. On the other hand, compression efficiency for 3OT can be approximated by an approximated Gaussian function: Observe in Fig. 4 , that the trend of Huff-DFCCE suggests it will cross with the trend of JBIG, of course further than 9000 units in perimeter-8 (similar behavior was found in Sanchez-Cruz, et al, 2007 for Huff-DFCCE). However, the trend of Arith-3OT and Arith-DFCCE suggest that they never will cross with the trend of JBIG, even more, the slope of the fitted function of Arith-3OT is the smallest. This analysis allow us to say that is better to use 3OT code to represent bi-level images, whenever irregular shapes are into the images. This analysis and the trend of efficiency, suggests that for all perimeter contour coded by 3OT, in which Arithmetic coding is applied has better performance than JBIG, including for larger perimeter contour than the found in (Sanchez-Cruz, et al., 2007) in which Huffman algorithm was more effective to compress binary objects.
Of course, for each hole some extra bits are needed to represent the starting. In case of Moto shape (with the largest amount of holes) 24 holes were coded. Each code will require two starting coordinates, in the "worst case" 960 columns and 738 lines can be coded by 20 bits, multiplied by 24, gives 480bits. So, 60 extra bytes, will be required to codify the Moto shape. Obviously, not the 24 holes have the (960,738) coordinates, this amount is a "worst case", and, even though, this does not change the trends found. 
Conclusions and Further Work
To represent shape of binary objects, we have used the Arithmetic coding applied to different codes, we compared the results with JBIG compressor to measure their efficiency. Undoubtedly, Arithmetic applied to 3OT and DFCCE chain codes, brings better compression levels if comparing with JBIG and with Huffman applied to DFCCE, however, 81% of our sample objects were better compressed for Arithmetic to 3OT than Arithmetic to DFCCE. An interesting detailed study in this differences is suggested to be investigated between this class and the remaining19%, to see whether some common features are present. It is evident that the whole distribution follows the showed trends, which represents an improvement of a recent work in literature. So, our main contribution is to find that 3OT code constitutes best code to represent binary images with no limitation in contour perimeters. in general, about coding scheme Freeman [18] states: they "must satisfy three objectives: (1) it must faithfully preserve the information of interest; (2) it must permit compact storage and be convenient for display; and (3) it must facilitate any required processing. The three objectives are somewhat in conflict with each other, and any code necessarily involves a compromise among them". So, we consider that 3OT has the three characteristics.
There are several methods to code a 2D object, it would also be important to compare the proposed method with other invariant algorithms in order to assess the suitability of the method in more complex scenes and real world problems.
Considering the superiority of JBIG2 over JBIG, as a future work, comparison of 3OT and DFCCE versus JBIG2 is suggested to be investigated, and also the possible application to maps, trees, text documents, and fractal images.
